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Does a social media abstinence really reduce stress? A
research-in-progress study using salivary biomarkers
Eoin Whelan
Business Information Systems, National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland
eoin.whelan@nuigalway.ie

Abstract. There is much scientific evidence in recent years indicating that our
‘always on’ culture powered by platforms such as Facebook, LinkedIn,
Instagram, Twitter, and WhatsApp, is leading to negative health outcomes,
particularly stress. To mitigate social media induced stress, people are being
advised to abstain from using social media for a period of time. However, the
effectiveness of such breaks is open to question. As many people are heavily
dependent on social media, the inability to access these platforms for a period
of time could actually create stress and anxiety. To determine if and how social
media abstinence relates to stress, this project will investigate the role of passion as a mediating variable. Stress will be measured using a combination of
the salivary biomarkers cortisol and alpha amylase, with psychological scales.
Ultimately, this study aims to determine the boundary conditions under which
an abstinence from social media use will either increase or decrease stress
levels in working professionals.
Keywords: Social media; stress; abstinence; cortisol; alpha amylase
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Introduction

Combining biomarkers of stress (cortisol and alpha amylase) with psychological
measures, the objective of this study is to determine how an abstinence from social
media use affects the wellbeing of working professionals. This proposed study will
focus on working professionals as they are a population who are heavily dependent on
social media for work, family, and leisure activities, yet are understudied in terms of
the resulting health implications (1).
Social media use is increasing across society, and its association with mental
wellbeing remains unclear. Some recent social media studies report on its harmful
association with stress (2), anxiety (3), and depression (4). Other studies conclude the
health implications of social media use to be minimally detrimental (5,6), and even
beneficial in some cases (7,8). Notwithstanding the lack of scientific clarity, many
national and organisational health policies have emerged, as well as a sizable digital
detox industry, advising social media users to abstain from use for a period of time.
For example, the Royal Society for Public Health now advocate a “Scroll Free September”. While such policies may be well intentioned, they are in essence untested
medical interventions.
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Given the contemporary nature of the phenomena, there is a limited body of
knowledge pertaining to the health implications of social media abstinence. Many
people are heavily dependent on social media (9,10). Thus, removing access to a
person’s social media accounts for a period of time may actually increase stress and
anxiety. Indeed, recent studies have validated the link between the inability to access
digital technology and stress (11), anxiety (3,12), and sleep difficulties (13). In the
context of working professionals, one study found some employees worked for longer
stretches when online distractions were blocked, a consequence of which was increased stress (14). Likewise, the withdrawal symptoms of craving and boredom
have been reported by participants while abstaining from social media (15). Involuntary abstinence has also been studied, with research showing that participants who lost
their smartphones reported negative feelings, such as boredom, anxiety, and loneliness (16). On the bright side, an experiment with 1,095 participants in Denmark,
demonstrated that taking a one week break from Facebook had positive effects on life
satisfaction and emotions, and such benefits were significantly greater for heavy Facebook users (17).
To determine why people respond differently to a social media abstinence, this
study will examine the passion a worker has for social media, and if that explains
increases of decreases in stress levels. Vallerand and colleagues (18–20) have conceptualised the passion a person feels for an activity, such as social media, as a duality. The dual model of passion (DMP) posits that an individual can have a strong
inclination toward a self-defining activity that is loved, but that activity is comprised
of both harmonious and obsessive dimensions (21,22). Both forms of passion describe a ‘‘strong inclination toward an activity that people like, that they find important, and in which they invest time and energy’’ (Vallerand et al., 2003, p. 756).
However, the opposing dimensions of passion differ in how they become internalised
in the identity of an individual. A harmonious passion is adaptive and reflects a level
of control to engage in the activity. The internalisation of the activity into the person’s identity is autonomous (20). A person demonstrating harmonious passion is not
compelled to do the activity and can stop at any time. Harmonious individuals observe the activity as a supplement to a well-balanced lifestyle and are not consumed
by a sense of “I must, I need to” engage with the activity. They are able to bound the
activity (e.g., set limits), set personal goals which are consistent with their own
strengths and weaknesses, and can align and/or prioritise the activity, thus, reducing
conflict with other life domains (e.g., work, family). In other words, the respective
activity is in “harmony” with other aspects of person’s life (23).
In cases of obsessive passion, the internalisation is driven by intrapersonal or
interpersonal pressures, such as heightened self-esteem or social acceptance within a
specific group (24). People demonstrating obsessive passion experience an internal
compulsion to engage in the activity even when not appropriate to do so, as it goes
beyond the person’s self-control (23). Obsessive passion is maladaptive and is related
to negative emotions such as shame (21). The activity dominates the person’s identity
to the extent it conflicts with other aspects of the person’s life (20). IS scholars have
drawn from the DMP to shed light on the effects of online gaming (24,25), social
media use (26), and internet activities (27).
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To extend state-of-the-art knowledge of the health effects of social media abstinence, this proposed study will combine physiological data with phycological data to
measure stress. Both approaches are susceptible to validity issue, such as subjectivity,
social desirability, and common method bias for psychological measures (28,29), and
construct reliability (30). Physiological approaches are particularly well equipped for
measuring constructs people are unable to accurately self-report, such as stress (28).
Previous technostress studies have used cortisol measures to determine the stress
effects of systems breakdown (31), extensive media use (1), and interruptions (32).
That is not to say that such physiological approaches are better than traditional selfreported methods. As physiological data cannot be manipulated by the subject, or
susceptible to social desirability bias, triangulation with additional data sources can
result in a more holistic representation of research constructs (28,30). As advocated
by Tams et al. (30), to improve validity and reliability, this study will combine physiological data with self-reported psychological measures of wellbeing.
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Proposed Methods

Sixty volunteers who are fulltime working professionals will be recruited for this
study. It is envisioned participants will be recent graduates of NUI Galway’s MBA
program. If required, snowball sampling techniques will also be employed to recruit
more participants (e.g., postings on Facebook and newspapers). Working professionals are the focus of this study as some organisations have or are considering implementing social media blocking apps to reduce distractions and stress (14). Applicants
will be screened for suitability against the following criteria;
• Regularly using social media at least 1 hour per day.
• Not required by employer to use social media for work purposes.
• No recent infections, or suffering from a chronic illness, or a heavy smoker,
or receiving hormonal replacement treatment (all affect hormonal stress
measures).
Selected volunteers will be randomly split into a control group of 30, who do not
abstain from using social media, and an experimental group of 30, who will abstain
from social media use. The ecological momentary intervention (EMI) method will be
adopted to achieve the project objectives i.e. experimental intervention in the natural
setting during participants’ everyday lives. This involves gathering data over; (a) a 2
day baseline phase where all participants use their social media as normal, (b) for the
experimental group, a 2 day intervention phase where access to social media is
blocked, while experimental group continue use as normal (c) a 2 day post intervention where social media can be used as normal again by all participants. To ensure
consistency, data gathering for each phase will take place on the same workdays,
Tuesday and Wednesday over 3 weeks.
Prior to commencing the EMI, participants will complete psychometric tests to
measure variables which previous studies suggest may influence reaction to social
media abstinence e.g. personality, emotional characteristics, fear of missing out, pre-
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occupation with social media, work-family segmentation preferences, boredom
proneness. Harmonious and obsessive passion for social media will be measured
using the 14 item DMP scale (21). For the physiological measures of stress, each day
participants will passively droll into a small vial they will be provided with. Following best practice in saliva collection and analysis (1,31), samples will be collected
immediately upon waking in the morning before feet touch the floor, 30 minutes after
waking, at noon (before lunch), and right before bedtime. Participants will be instructed how to freeze their saliva samples. This will result in 1,440 samples. Samples will be sent securely to the Biomarker Lab in Anglia Ruskin University for analysis. Stress is measured by calculating the change in levels of salivary cortisol and
alpha amylase from morning to evening (i.e. the diurnal slope). The project is focusing specifically on cortisol and alpha amylase as previous studies found links between
these stress biomarkers and digital technology use (1,11).
Across all three phases of the EMI, the smartphone app ‘Moment’ will be used to
objectively track social media usage. For the experimental group in the abstinence
phase, the ‘Freedom’ app will used to block access to social media, which participants
can override if necessary. From these apps, the research team will have documented
evidence if the experimental group successfully completed the social media abstinence. Participants will also complete a daily questionnaire, to be completed at a
specific time during each work day, designed to measure psychological perceptions of
wellness including stress, anxiety, mood, and life satisfaction using well established
scales (33–35) The questionnaire will also require participants to reflect on their
behaviours during the abstinence. This will allow the researchers to determine if any
compensatory behaviours emerged. In keeping with the objective of the project, the
questionnaires will be paper based as opposed to computer mediated.
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Expected Outcomes

This project will determine;
• The efficacy of a social media abstinence as a workplace health intervention.
• If rebound effects are prevalent when users end a social media abstinence.
• If possessing a harmonious or obsessive passion for social media explains
why different groups of people respond differently to a social media abstinence.
• If a more nuanced intervention is needed to reduce the harmful effects of social media use on well-being, whilst also developing the framework for such
interventions.
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